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Mixup raise·s health card fees 
BY TOM CONLON 
Staff Writer 
occur:!'ed for two reasons: the 
schedule has to be printed up one 
to two years in advance of issue 
date, and the Board of Trustees 
was unable to approve the rate 
increase in time to make the ap· 
propriate changes. 
future. 
Health Card 
The price of a student health 
card was inaccurately listed in 
the fall quarter schedule, 
creating confusion among ac­
counting office personnel and re­
quiring students to pay an addi­
tional $5 upon receiving the card. 
The price listed in the schedule 
was $18, but due to a price in­
crease initiated in the spring the 
actual price of the card is $23. 
"We had to wait six to eight 
months just to get our request 
for the increase on the Trustees' 
agenda," Nash said. 
In July, The Board of Trustees 
delegated the power to approve 
miscellaneous fees to the 
Chancellor in the hope of preven­
ting similar problems . in the 
Nash explained he had an· 
ticipated the p.rob_lem and knew 
it would cause considerable con­
fusion but there was little he 
could do. "We could have done 
one thing - not raise prices, but 
we would have gone broke," he 
said. 
Because the annual University 
catalog prints the disclaimer 
that all fees are subject to 
change without notice the 
Health Center was not legally 
binded to honor the $18 price 
listed in the schedule. 
Student Health Services Director of Health Services 
Dr. James Nash said the error 
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Housing ordinance is being ignored 
BY MIKE TRACHIOTIS 
Staff Writer 
The San Luis Obispo city or­
dinance prohibiting three or 
more unrelated persons from liv­
ing in a family residence zone is 
not being enforced, even though 
it is still part of the Municipal. 
Code, said City Attorney George 
Thatcher. 
earlier decision by Santa Bar­
bara County Superior Court " ... 
to restrict communal living." 
San Luis Obispo City Council 
decided to leave it on the books 
because ". . . a consitiutional 
amendment could reverse the 
Adamson decision at anytime. 
We could enforce it later." 
students, but it could be a pro­
blem with neighborhoods." 
San Luis Obispo Council­
woman Melanie Billig, who 
recently announced her can­
didacy for mayor, �aid "It's now 
a question of the carrying capaci­
ty of parking, traffic, and noise 
in neighborhoods. We are not en­
forcing the •+3• ordinance, but 
there are ways to control pro­
blems associated with growth." 
tions. Permit parking (similar to 
Slack Street along the south 
perimiter of campus) would be 
one way of regulating growth." On May 15th, 19 8 0, the 
California Supreme Court ruled, 
" ... the distinction drawn by the 
Santa Barbara city ordinance 
between related and unrelated 
persons violates the right of 
privacy guaranteed by article I 
of the California Constitution.'' 
ASI External Affairs Assis­
tant Ron Scholtz feels the "+3" 
ordinance should " ... either be 
in or out." 
The recent court case which 
nullified the "+3" ordinance in­
volved Beverly Adamson, the 
defendant and appellant who 
challenged that the city of Santa 
B a r b a r a  h a d  f a i l e d  to 
demonstrate any compelling 
public interest to support the 
Director of SLO Community 
Development Department 
Henry Engen and Thatcher 
agree that the Adamson litiga­
tion was not part of "+3" or­
dinance, "but quite similar." 
According to Thatcher, the 
Assistant City Attorney Jeff 
Grote said, "The '+3' law was 
merely one ordinance. There are 
other ordinances that protect 
family neighboorhoods. Up to 
now there hasn't been an enor­
mous problem, but it is a fact 
that students change the 
character of a neighborhood, like 
parking, traffic, and noise." 
Engen believes, "The Adam­
son decision is a plus for 
Allen K. Settle, recently 
ousted from his planning com­
mission seat, said "The way you 
can limit numbers of people in a 
neighborhood is to effectively en· 
force noise and parking restric-
"Innocent students are paying 
for the mistakes of others. There 
are students that live together 
and study. Students aren't the 
ones who necessarily have all the 
cars and make all the noise. A lot 
of families in my neighborhood 
have four or five cars which 
might create a parking pro­
blem," said Scholtz. 
Huff increases ASl's visibility 
BY TERESA HAMILTON 
Staff Writer 
ASI President Willie Huff has spent much of his time 
this quarter appointing council members. However, this 
job has not stopped him from accomplishing several of 
the 16 goals he set for the ASL 
Increased visibility and involvement of the ASI are ex­
amples, said Huff. By expanding the president's cguncil 
to include new groups, and by helping to set the student 
relations board on its feet, Huff said communications 
have increased. 
"We've established new communication lines which 
never really existed before," said Huff. By personally 
talking to new groups and cheerleading at the football 
games-two campaign promises-Huff said the ASI is 
becoming increasingly involved with students. 
Improving the function and participation of the schools 
councils has also been one of Huff's priorities. 
According to Chairman of the Science and Math School 
Council Paul Shankwiler, Huff and ASI Vice President 
Nick Forestiere are improving student council com· 
munications. 
The former ASI senator said he was disillusioned with 
the senate because a lot of energy was wasted and he 
Paper loses libel battle 
A libel suit against the University of California 
Regents was won by a former Arroyo Grande High 
School basketball star because of two cartoons which 
appeared in a campus newspaper five years ago. 
The Nov. 19 decision awarded $18,000 to Murv 
Glass, who was president of the Black Student's Union 
at the University of California at Santa Barbara when 
the incident occurred. 
The Suit was brought against the regents and James 
Minnow, 1974-75 editor of the Daily Nexus, the cam­
pus newspaper. Minnow was assessed for $3000 and 
the regents for $15,000, according to the Telegram 
Tribune. 
The suit was brought about as the result of two car­
toons in the Nexus, one depicting Glass as a thief 
stealing copies of the newspaper, and the other show­
ing him as a little black boy comparable to television 
star Rodney Allen Rippey 
believes school councils are more in touch wih students. 
"I think the school councils are much more aware of 
student needs," said Shankwiler. "Willie and Nick are do­
ing a great job opening up student council communica­
tions." 
Shankwiler said he anticipates vast improvements in 
the ASI this year, such as improved working relations 
between the President and the senate and increased com­
munications between the ASI government and the stu­
dent body. 
Huff has also attempted to establish a family concept 
within the ASL According to Internal Affairs Assistant 
Heidi Iverson, this goal has helped to strenthen the ASL 
"The family idea is sticking," said Iverson, who 
assumes the new position of chief of staff next quarter. 
"Willie is a very warm and dynamic person who has set a 
good example." Iverson added that this years senate is a 
more cohesive unit than last years due to Huff's leader­
ship. 
Student senator John Schouten agreed with Iverson. 
Please see page 5 
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ASI President Willie Huff 
Clubs differ on energy approach 
BY MIKE CARROLL 
Staff Writer 
The treatment of the nuclear power issue is the dividing 
line between two Cal Poly clubs seeking to enhance the 
nation's energy future. 
Students for Adequate Energy, organized last summer, 
is a pro-nuclear organization that promotes factual infor­
mation on energy alternatives to foreign oil, said the 
club's president, Steve Marquis. These energy alter­
natives include solar systems, nuclear fission and 
geothermal generation. 
- Marquis, wering a T-shirt saying "Nukes Keep 
America Running," said the profit motive and public ac­
ceptability would determine which type of energy would 
dominate the market. 
"We say if solar is economical enough to replace 
nuclear energy, it will," he said. 
Marquis contended the nation 's energy situation is too 
critical to discard any method of generation. Students for 
Adequate Energy pushes all types of energy sources, he 
said. 
In contrast, the Alternative Energy Club, lead by en­
vironmental enginering major Chris Whitmyre, address­
ed itself mainly to promoting an awareness of energy 
systems using renewable resources. The club does not ad­
dress the nuclear question, Whitmyre aid, and has 
members on both sides of the nuclear issue. 
"Our major role is to provide an information base to the 
community at large about the energy future," the AEC 
president said. 
Whitmyre said his club's idealistic goal would be the 
eventual phasing out of all nonrenewable resources, but 
at present AEC concentrates on conservation-or as 
Whitmyre puts it, "efficient energy utilization." 
The conservation-oriented club which now has 35 to 4 0  
regular members, gained attention recently after conduc­
ting an energy audit of Cal Poly's architecture building. 
The audit revealE1d the building used four times the 
energy it should, amounting to $26,000 in wasted fuel. 
Whitmyre said the promotion of efficient energy 
utilization does not represent a decline in technology but 
a reclistribution of technology where apropriate. 
He said oil should be conserved since it has many 
organic and medical uses. "To burn oil is a crime," the 
AEC president sa'id. 
Please see page 6 
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Syria, Jordan try to ease crisis 
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) - Syria and Jordan agreed on
terms easing the tense situation between the two coun­
tries Tuesday and Syria immediately withdrew some of 
its troops from the border. 
Jordanian officials, who declined to be identified, said 
Syria withdrew as a gesture·of good faith an unspecified 
number of troops from the 50,000 it reportedly had 
deployed at the border. Jordan was reported earlier to 
have sent 30,000 troops to the border. 
The officials said the terms, proposed by Syria, were: 
-A written statement by Jordan saying it was not
aiding the Moslem Brotherhood, a fanatical group engag­
ed in anti-government activities in Syria. 
-Jordan's continued recognition of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization as the sole representative of the 
Palestinian people. 
The terms were relayed by Saudi Arabia's deputy 
premier, Prince Abdullah bin Abdel Aziz, who conferred 
with Hussein in Amman on Tuesday following two days 
of talks in Damascus with Syrian President Hafez Assad. 
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Legislature votes: · stay appeals 
SACRAMENTO (AP) - Acting with unusual speed, 
the Legislature 'moved Tuesday to prevent 1.4 million 
welfare recipients from appealing next month's scheduled 
reduction in their benefits. 
A bill abolishing recipients' right to a hearing to appeal 
a cutback in welfare grants that is required by state law 
was sent to Gov. Edmund Brown Jr. without any com­
mittee hearings or public testimony and little debate. 
The votes were 30-0 in the Senate and 69-2 in the 
Assembly on the measure, SB80 by Sen. John Garamen-
di, D-Walnut Grove. 
He said allowing recipients to appeal the reduction 
could cost the state $10 million to hold hearings "for no
purpose at all." 
The bill would not affect a recipient's right to appeal a: 
cutoff or reduction of individual welfare benefits. 
Search for escapee continues 
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) - Authorities may be a step 
closer to capturing escaped spy C?rist
_
opher Boyce af��r a 
former cellmate, facing sentencmg m . a counterfeitmg 
case, reportedly offered helpful infor�atlon. 
Lynn Dale Bogart, 31, of Pa� �prmg�, one_ of four per­
sons arrested in the $7.5 million Riverside County 
counterfeiting case, has told investigators of purported, 
"safe houses" where ex-cellmate Boyce has stayed since 
he escaped from the Lompo
_
c federal prison last Jan. 21, 
the Riverside Press-Enterprise reported Monday. 
An unnamed federal source close to the Boyce probe 
confirmed a deal had been struck between Bogart and the 
federal task force which has been seeking Boyce for the 
past 10 months, the newspaper said. �ut federal mar­
shals refused to comment on any possible deals made 
with Bogart. . . , 
Authorities say they believe Boyce remamed m 
Southern California after his escape. 
Boyce, who was once a student at �al _Poly: �an
_ 
Luis 
Obispo, was convicted in 1977 of sellmg classified mfor­
mation to the Soviet Union and was sentenced to 40 years 
in prison. 
Radioactive leaks shut plant 
The officials said Hussein had no trouble accepting the 
terms because he had denied publicly Syrian allegations 
that he was supporting the Moslem Brotherhood. He also 
had never.. withdrawn his recognition of the PLO as the 
sole represenative of the Palestinian people since he ac­
cepted it at the 1976 Arab summit in Rabat, they said. 
Political observers in Amman saw the submission of
the
_ 
�onditions as a face-saving device by the Syrians, to 
facilitate the defusing of the crisis they started last
month with a massive troop buildup on the border. 
Under state· law, a recipient who appeals a cut in 
welfare benefits continues to collect the higher level of
benefits at least until a hearing is held. 
Brown's Social Services Department,_ which sponsored 
the bill, said it has to pass during the brief legislative ses­
sion this week in order to take effect by January, when 
welfare grants will be reduced. 
MIAMI AP - Citing radioactive water leaks, the 
Florida Power and Light Co. has shut down its Turkey 
. Point nuclear power plant for a week of repairs. 
The observers saw Hussein's acceptance as a good will
gesture toward Syria, since they were merely a restate­
ment of positions he had expressed previously. 
Earlier in the day, Syria ratified a 20-year friendship 
treaty with the Soviet Union that makes Syria the 
closest Soviet ally in the Middle East. 
IF YOU HAVE LESS THAN 20/20 EYES 
YOU CAN STILL Fl Y IN THE MOST 
ADVANCED AIRCRAFT IN THE WORLD 
The Navy offers unlimited opportun ities for 
pilots and Naval Flight Officers. 
As a pilot, you wfll be trained to fly the most ad­
vanced jets ever developed. 
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puters that run the Navy's best aircraft. 
Competitive starting salary, excellent benefits 
package, extensive paid travel , 30 days paid vaca­
tion, and much more. 
College grads to age 29, US citizens. 
See our representative on campus today and Nov. 13 in the 
Navy Aviation Van located in the P .E. Building parl<ing lot, or call 
(213) 468-3321 for more information 
The reduction in benefits is required by a bill pushed 
through in July by Democratic leaders in response to a 
Republican blockade of the state budget. Republicans, 
particularly in the Senate, demanded a repeal of
automatic annual cost-of-living increases for the state's 
2.1 million welfare recipients. 
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, has Basic Sets, ♦ 
- various manuals and handbooks•
♦ and modules. 
♦ 
879 G Higuera St. 
•♦ 
♦ 
544-2312 
♦ 
♦ ♦ ............................
Enjoy the view of the city while you dine in the casual 
elegance that is San Luis Obispo 's HOB NOB Steak 
House. We feature the finest in Steaks and Fresh Seafood. 
FPL said Monday the leaks in the corroding, partially
plugged steam generators were detected four weeks ago 
but were not immediately repaired because the water loss 
was within federal safety limits. 
Officials said the leakage increased last week, however, 
prompting the announcement of the second shutdown in
less than a month. 
5LOSklerspresen( 1,,1 CHRISTMAS SKI SWAPMEET 
Sat. Dec. 6 12 noon - 4pm 
Sellers register 
9am - 12 noon 
Admission 75¢ 
corner of 
Nipomo & Marsh, SLO 
across from foster freeze 
KODAK FILM 
KINKO'S . .' 
' • I 
9 Santa Rosa 543-9593: 
Every night 5-7 (except Monday) 
Choice: 
FRESH FISH ITEMS or TRI TIP 
December 4, Thurs. 9:30-9:00 
December 5, Friday 9:30-9:00 
December 6, Sat. 9:30-5:00 
(a steak exclusive to SLO) $6.95 
Sundays are something special: From 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
you 're invited to a Buffet Style Champagne Brunch with 
salads, eggs, ham, sausage, bacon, Bar-B-Que Ribs 
or Chicken, Roast Sirloin, Crepes, Pastries, Champagne 
Confections for only $6.9,5! 
ENTERTAINMENT 
STORM 
DECEMBER 3, 4, and 5 
BRA VA BROS. BAND 
DECEMBER 10 thru 13 and DECEMBER 17 thru 20 
NASTY HABITS 
DECEMBER 24 thru 2Zand DEC. 31 thru JAN. 3, 1981 
MONTE MILLS 
and the 
Lucky Horseshoe Band 
EVERY SUNDAY 8pm to MIDNIGHT 
1772 CALLE JOAQUIN SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 
LOS OSOS VALLEY RD AT HWY 101 (805) 544-6060 
Over 3,000 Items 
To Move Out 
Casual Shirts 
Asst. Shorts 
Jackets 
Sidewalk Sale 
Baseball Pants 
Baseball Jerseys 
Shoes 
NBA Basketball To Be Given Away 
Br·ng In This Ad For Drawing 
879Higuera 
(behind Korb's) 
543-7527
San Luis Obispo 
v,,a and la .terchar�e Accepted ----·- ----· 
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Mustang Dally-Rick Sample 
Political Science professor Richard Blings proudly displays part of the memorabilia he picked up while visiting China last summer-a Chinese 
script. Ellings praised the Chinese people for their extensive knowledge of United States politics which surpasses most American's. 
Professor parts 'bamboo curtain' 
China miscast as police state 
BY MIKE CARROL 
Staff Writer 
China is not the oppressive police state many 
Americans imagine, but is instead a male-dominated 
society of politically aware people, according to a Cal Po­
ly political science professor who spent last summer 
behind the "bamboo curtain." 
Richard Ellings, who has devoted 12 years to the study 
of Chinese politics, said he didn't find many surprises 
after spending over two months in the Anhui privince of 
central China. 
"I found that our science of sinology hasn't missed the 
mark completely," Ellings said. 
China has a higher level of social organization than the 
United States, the political science professor said, adding 
that strong family and neighborhood ties provide Chinese 
citizens with a clearly defined social status. 
He said these tightly-knit relationships rendered the 
formation of an oppressive police apparatus, such as that 
found in the Soviet Union, unnecessary. 
Ellings noted the lifestyles of young people in China 
were conservative by American standards. Very little 
socializing occurs between men and women there, he said, 
and when dating does take place, it usually leads to mar­
riage. 
The Cal Poly professor said the government encourages 
couples not to marry early in order to help control China's 
high birthrate. 
Ellings received the oppontunity to travel to China 
through a cultural exchange program between Central 
Washington University and Anhui University in the 
Chinese provincial capital of Hefei. Ellings became one of 
22 Americans in the university program to travel to 
China. 
He indicated he was able travel through central and 
northeastern China with very few restrictions. "With 
some planning," Ellings said, "we were able to determine 
our own itineraries.'' 
The political science instructor said his trip to China 
fulfilled a number of goals including an opportunity to 
sharpen his language skills and to get a first-hand look at 
Chinese politics. 
During the stay at Anhui University, Ellings and his 
group members were each assigned "student 
comrades"-English majors at the university-as their 
guides. The Americans and their comrades were to 
become "lifelong friends," Ellings said. 
He said he was surprised by his discovery that the 
average Chinese knew more about American politics than 
the average American knew about Chinese politics. 
Ellings said he was confronted with intelligent ques­
tions from the Chinese people about the electoral college 
and the 1980 presidential election. Many of �he people he 
met were concerned about Ronald Reagan's statements 
of support for Taiwan, Ellings said. 
The Cal Poly professor indicated the Chinese were 
generally satisfied with President Carter because he nor­
malized relations between the United States and China. 
Ellings said the Chinese were also pleased with the Olym­
pics boycott and the tougher American policy against the 
Soviets in the Middle East. 
24 hr. 
Film Process i ng 
KINKO'S 
9 Santa Rosa 543-9593 
He noted relations between the United States and 
China reflect the common strategic interests between the 
two countries. Eijings said the United States and China 
have been on the same side of such issues as Afghanistan, 
Middle East policy and the boycott of the 1980 summer 
Olympics in Moscow. 
The political science instructor also said he found much 
public support for retribution against the ''Gang of four,'' 
who are now on trial in China for "counter-revolutionary 
crimes." 
Don't Cut 
Long Hair. 
PERM IT. 
Does your long hair have the "limps?" Do you spend hours with 
rollers and curling irons to give it a little life, a little body, a little 
pizazz? Are you thinking of cutting it, just to end the long-hair blahs? 
Well, d·on't cut it. Perm it at our salon. Give it the long-lasting 
fullness and body long hair needs to look its feminine best. You can 
choose lots of curl, just waves, or only fullness and body. 
And you'll love the perm ... new Wavi, Lengths. Conditioning Perm 
for long hair. It's new from Zotos, the world's le:.ding maker of fine · 
salon perms. 
� !!:: (call for an appointment) 544-1213 
Beauty Salon 
744 Palm St. 
San Luis Obispo 
nothing to do? 
then our
book, 
ore for 
you 
over 50 
subjects 
to choose 
from 
,,��ol ilih lh:>kstore 
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Women faculty 
group is formed 
BY CYNTHIA 
BARAKATT 
Staff Writer 
Women faculty members 
can now meet and discuss 
common problems in a new 
organization at Cal Poly. 
The Women's Coor­
dinating Council (WCC), 
open to �11 full and part­
ti me women faculty 
members, had its first 
meeting early last month 
and will meet again 
Thursday. 
According to English 
professor and co-chair Dr. 
Mona Rosenman, the WCC 
was created in order to 
allow women faculty to 
become acquainted and 
form committees which can 
help women faculty in 
various aspects of their 
jobs. 
Because there are so few 
women faculty-only 72 of 
the 745 full-time, tenure­
track faculty-Rosenman 
said this organization will 
give the women a chance to 
meet and work together in 
areas which need attention. 
Four committees have 
been formed to deal with 
specific issues: 
-Program Outreach 
Speakers' Forum, which 
will deal with national and 
state women's organiza­
tions; 
-Retention-Promotion­
Tenure/Women 's Support 
committee, which will help 
women faculty in prepar­
ing personnel packets and 
support women having 
p r o b l e m s  or f a c i n g  
discriminatory practices; 
-P r o f e s s i o n a l
Growth/Funds and Grants 
committee will seek to take 
advantage of the various 
skills and professional con­
tacts of women faculty; 
-Auxiliary Committee, 
which will be made up pro­
fessional women in San 
Luis Obispo who wish to 
help women faculty. 
Rosenman said approx­
imately 37 women attrnd­
ed the first meeting, a 
brunch at San Luis Bay 
Inn. The meeting tomor­
row will be at 4:30 p.m. at 
Dr. Rosenman's home on 
1321 Los Osos Valley Rd. 
All women faculty are in­
vited to attend. 
��ii®@I'& 
SPECIALISTS IN GERMAN CAR REPAIR 
396 Santa Rosa Street, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 * 541-6473 *
simply stated ... 
hoops! 
Reflections of your good taste. Large 
and small hoops In gold and silver. 
From $3.50. 
the GOLD CONCEPT 
IN THE NETWORK MALL 
DOWNTOWN SAN LUIS OBISPO 
,,,�,�''"'�,rtl, 
!:,.,,11,r..,,..,,.r ........ ,""1 R-,J,. .... -•11M-•"""�r...di!d 
Start your career with a 
RETAIL GIANT 
The F. W. Woolworth Co. Isa glant ln the retall Industry and a 
great place to begin your career. 
On-the-Job training in all phases of retail management­
buying, selling, finance, personnel, advertising, public 
relations-will make you a total business executive. 
Personal recognition-Your progress is followed from the 
beginning, and you receive promotions and salary in­
creases as you demonstrate your capabilities. 
Unllmlted opportunities to reach the top-As soon as you 
finish training you move into store management, with a 
share in the company's profits. From there you can move up 
to positions in the District, Regional, and Executive Offices. 
Company benellls-These include company-sponsored 
group fife and extended medical insurance. stock­
purchase plans, paid vacations, retirement pensions fully 
paid by the company. 
An equal opportunity employer M/F 
SEND RESUME TO: 
D.A. OCKANDER, REGIONAL OFFICE 
1733 CALIFORNIA DR., BURLIN GAME, CA 94010 
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Reporter tours Diablo'� technology 
BY CYNTHIA BARAKATT 
Staff Writer 
Eight miles north of Avila Beach, on the 
coast surrounded by rolling hills, 
farmland and the vast expanse of the 
Pacific Ocean, lies a formidable struc­
ture of gray concrete and brown steel. 
Diablo Power nuclear power plant is 
awaiting licensing by the Nuclear 
Regulatory commission. I recently 
toured the facility with the Cal Poly 
Political Action Club. 
After undergoing a social security and 
photo-iqentification check, we ·assembl­
ed at the Nuclear Information Center 
where we were shown minature models 
of what we were about to see. John 
Sumner, a young, personable engineer, 
drove us to "the Canyon" and guided us 
through the plant. 
Having seen the movie The China 
Syndrome, I expected to see an isolated 
eerie structure with "Danger" signs all 
around. 
Although Diablo Canyon may look 
like that one day, that is not quite the 
scene right now. 
After donning hard hats, checking 
through a detection system like those 
used in airports and being assigned a 
guard named "CAMACK" who stayed a 
few feet behind our group through out 
the tour we were inside the wire fencing 
surrounding the facjlity. 
Although from far away the two con­
crete towers and the brown steel 
building in between them look out of 
place and isolated among the hills and 
the ocean, up close the buildings resem­
ble a huge warehouse. Temporary scaf­
fold on the outside and engineers in hard 
hats running around like construction 
workers on their lunch hour create this 
atmosphere. 
If the plant is licensed, the two con-
crete towers will house the reactor 
'system with fuel assemblies composed 
of giant uranium pellets which fit inside 
a circular steel casing, like bullets in 
chamber of a gun. Without these forty­
foot assemblies in place, the inside of 
the reactor buildings, which have dif­
ferent levels with metal caging for 
floors, appear like a bottomless metal 
well. Although there were several people 
working in the reactor building while we 
were there, if the plant goes into opera­
tion no one will be allowed within the 
reactor while it is running, except for 
technical purposes, Sumner said. 
The brown steel building in between 
the towers houses the genators which 
are activitated by the steam from the 
reactors. The generators themselves are 
huge, bright green tube-like structures 
Please see page 5 
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Diablo's two nuclear reactor units sit against the afternoon sky, top, while 
workers in the control room fill the hours of an unlicensed day. 
ttention, downhill School and an all 
kiers. Cross- day lift ticket for 
ountry' skiers. Badger Pass; or 
Snowballers. Ice an all-day cross-
katers. And country (Nordic) 
dreamers. lesson; or ice-
Falling snow skating on an 
means falling outdoor rink 
prices during (skates provided 
Yosemite's Mid- free); or a pan-
week White Sale. �11111-r'N oramic Yosemite 
That's when our Valley tour. 
ates range from just $17.50 per So escape to Yosemite mid-
rson per night to $29.25� week. Stay in co-zy Curry Viffage 
You've never seen such a saving. cabins, the rustic Yosemitslodge 
Mid-week package includes or the historic Ahwahnee Hotef. 
lodging, ski area transportation Mid-week special rates appti,, 
o and from Badger Pass and a Sunday through Thursday night 
choice of any of these four (excluding holidays). Call for 
exciting experiences: Two reservations at (209) 373-4171 or 
sessions in the Yosemite Ski contact your travel agent. 
6YQ�§_�ITE 
·Rates available under specific terms and cond,oons 
Yosemite Park & Curry Co an MCA oompany. ,s a ooncessioner authonzed by the U S Department of the lntenor NallOnal P�rk Serv,ce 
Announcements 
PREGNANT? Need help? We 
care! Call A.L.P.H.A. 24-hr 
lifeline 541-3367. (TF) 
GASSTATION FOR LEASE 
$200 monthly first-last deposit. 
Run your own business while in 
school. Will require small work­
ing capital. Cuesta Gas 
Highway 101 North at Cuesta 
Grade. 543-8075. (TF) 
SCHOLARSHI PS-FELLOWSH· 
IPS 
The Foundation of Rotary Inter­
national offers undergraduate 
s c h o l a r s h i p s ,  g r ad u ale 
fellowships, technical training, 
teacher-of-the-handicapped 
awards and journalism awards. 
Write to L.B. Blakesley, Chair• 
man Rotary Foundation Com­
mittee P.O. Box 833 SLO or 
phone him 541-1901 for informa­
tion. 
(12-3) 
B I R T H  C O N T R O L  P E E R  
EDUCATORS NEEDED. MEN 
OR WOMEN. 1 UNIT. CALL 
LESLIE AT 544-5449. CALL 
BEFORE DEC. 4. 
(12-3) 
ANYONE WITNESSING OR 
SEEING ANYONE AROUND A 
66 LIGHT GREEN CHRYSLER 
PARKED ON WEST SIDE OF 
CALIF BLVD· ACROSS FROM 
THE STADIUM ON WED. NOV. 
19 PLEASE CONTACT CHIEF 
BRUG OR RAY HAUSER IN 
ARCH ENGR. 
(12-5) 
DRIVER OF A RED FIAT 101 N. 
, BOUND TO SLO SUNDAY 
AFTERNOON-
Would like to meet you. 
Your freeway leapfrog bud• 
dy in the dark green Datsun Z. 
541-4577 
(12-5) 
Housing 
DEL VAGLIO REALTY 
Small Homes, Condos and land 
for sale in all price ranges. Call 
LUISA 543-8075. (TF) 
Wanted non smoker F room­
mate private room partly furn. 
$150 mo plus dep 541-4190 eves. 
(12·3) 
Classified 
Neat, clean 1 br 2 ba 12'x36' 
mobile home Good park 15min 
from school $14.500 Avbl 6-21 R 
Miller Agent 772-2271 
(12-5) 
Female roommate needed for 
House near school own room, 
fireplace, washer-dryer, pool, 
jacuzzi, weightroom, tennis 
courts. Call after 5pm 544-5106. 
(12·5) 
Automotive 
Largest stock of foreign car 
parts in town at PERFOR· 
MANCE MACHINE 15 Higuera, 
SLO 
(12-3) 
Hetp Wanted 
OVERSEAS 
JOBS-Summer/year round. 
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, 
Asia. All Fields $500 to $1200 
monthly expenses paid. 
Sightseeing. Free Info. Write: 
IJC Box 52-CA 39 Corona Del 
Mar, CA 92625. (1-13) 
Short Order cook, WaiUBar per­
sons needed to start in January. 
Call 543-5131 before noon. 
(12-5) 
Woodstock's Pizza Parlor now 
accepting applications for full 
and part-time help. Apply in per• 
son across the street and in the 
parking lot from Boo Boo 
Records. 
(12·5) 
Services 
SECRETARIAL SERVICES 
We type resumes, term paper, 
senior projects. Call Wagner 
Secretarial Service 544-8163. 
(TF) 
Typing Vef'/ fHIOnable. Error­
,,.. overnlte aervlce If under 20 
pgs. Susie 528-7805. (TF) 
TYPIST Sr. projects, reports, 
etc. Engineering l math sym­
bols. Xerox copies 4 cents. Call 
Vicki 772-1375 or 528-6819 eves. 
(TF) 
LAST MINUTE TYPING? 
Will pick up and deliver. Linda 
489-4431. After 5:30. (TF) 
UU TRAVEL CENTER 
Come see your student travel 
counselors Tues-Fri. 10-3 546· 
1127 "We do our best to get you 
out of town." (TF) 
TYPING 528-2382 
IBM Correcting Selectric II Call 
Marlene after 4:30. (12•5) 
"Typing Services Unlimited" $1 
per page. Call Lori between 8 
am & 6 pm 544-4236. (12·5) 
T Y P I N G  S E R V I C E - I B M  
SELECTRIC I I  RESUMES SR 
PROJ, ETC. 541-2289 (TF) 
Expert typing and editing. IBM 
Correcting Selectric. Reas. Nan­
cy 544-5541 eves. (12•5) 
SUPER SECRETARY 
Professional Typing. 
543-5213 
(12·5) 
Expert Jewelry & Watch Repair 
YERVANT Jewelers 1036 Chorro 
Downtown SLO (12-4) 
For Sale 
FIREWOOD 
$25/truckload 
$80/cord 544-0878 
(12-15) 
Matador '71 Station Wagon 
$800 or Best Offer. 544-9273. 
Ask for Kazem. (12-5) 
Roller skates two pair Ranalli 
super deluxe plates Oberham· 
mer boots, Rexel! swede top 
sizes 10-11 543-7544. (12·5) 
Lost & Found 
Lost Cal Poly Monday 24th 
Silver Ladies Timex digital 
watch KAT engraved on front 
595-2252. (12-4) 
Found gold Bracelet 11-21 on 
field of Poly Stadium. Call 543· 
4093 to identify. 
(12-5) 
Found: Two coats and one 
sweatjacket at Aggie Stomp o
n 
Nov. 14. Call 544-6396. 
(12_51 
Call 546-1144 
Mustang Dally-Vince Bucci 
The dome of containment unit one, shot with a wide-angle lens, looms above 
two Diablo workers. 
Inside the belly of Diablo 
From page 4 
which run the length of the building. 
With a large open area and concrete 
floor, this building gave the impression 
of a gigantic garage. 
One part of the plant that could have 
been taken straight from The China 
Syndrome is the control room. 
Windowless walls of pale green make 
the room seem extremely bright. The 
panels of lights, switches and dials are a 
stark reminder of the complex yet 
precise order in which the plant must be 
run, if it is licensed. 
Throughout the tour, Sumner pointed 
out added beams and steel rein­
forcements to ensure the stability of the 
plant during an earthquake. He said the 
plant could currently withstand the 
ground motion caused by an earthquake 
measuring 7.5 on the Richter scale. 
When asked of the possibility of a core 
meltdown, in which the reactors become 
uncovered at extremely high 
temperatures, he said the chances of 
such an occurance are ''extremely 
remote." 
_ With construction costs of Diablo Ca­
nyon now totaling $1.9 billion the plant 
is costing Pacific, Gas and Electric 
Company, who own and operate the 
plant, in excess of $2 million per day 
that it is not in operation, Sumner said. 
This sum accounts for extra oil and 
other energy PG and E must buy from 
other utilities to replace electricity they 
had expected to be produced by Diablo 
C�nyon by this time. 
Sumner said he expects the plant to 
licensed, simply because it is built and is 
ieady to operate. He said it would be a 
tremendous waste of materials, time 
and expense if Diablo Canyon is not 
licensed. 
If granted the license, it would take 
about six weeks for the fuel assemblies 
to be loaded and the plant to be 
prepared for operation. 
BOOKS MAKE 
GREAT GIFTS 
Gift Books and Calendars 
on display now 
-free gift wrapping� 
EJCorroi"� erokstore 
Pages 
Huff opens communications 
From page 1 
"Willie is helping to 
unify us in the concept of 
the ASI family," said 
Schouten, adding that 
Huff is willing to listen to 
different points of views 
before making decisions. 
One decision Schouten 
didn't agree with was 
Huff's decision to leave the 
CSSA. Schouten said the 
senate and Huff were not 
in agreement on the issue, 
but added that Huff at­
tempts to act in the 
students' best interests. 
· "I don't always agree 
with everything he does, 
but Willie is trying to 
reach the students,'' said 
Schouten. 
Next quarter the ASl's 
biggest concern will be the 
ASI fee increase, Huff 
said. Student fees have not 
cl�e& 
SYMBOLS OF LOVE 
Lowel W. Britton 
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increased since 1968, and 
inflation has made the ASI 
unable to meet many re­
quests for funding. 
· "We don't have the abili­
ty to meet their demands 
in terms of finances," said 
Huff, adding that larger 
concerts and intramural 
program requests have 
been denied because of in­
sufficient funds. 
More Poly students abroad 
Cal Poly has once again ternational 
sent more students to department. 
study at foreign univer-
Programs 
sities than any other cam­
pus in the California State 
Univeristy and Colleges 
system. 
Copie.s 3½¢ 
Cal Poly annually sends 
from 50 to 90 students to 
13 different countries 
through the system's In-
Overmght Service 
KINKO'S 
9 Santa Rosa 543-9593 
El Refrito Invites 
you To 
DINNER 
At The Flats 
Enjoy our famous 
"Gold Margaritas" 
with Dinner, 
Sunday through 
Thursday nights. 
Only 99¢ with a 
current ASI card. 
99¢ 
Tortilla Flats 
In the Creamery 
Exp.12-12 
Clothing for hsr. 
European sweaters • 
C�sual sportswear • 
Hand mades • Vintage 
Clothing treasures • 
Beautifully priced for 
Christmas giving 
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Rugby players tour, tackle British at their own game 
BY MIKE TRACHIOTIS 
StaffWrftar 
How would you like to meet the Prince 
of Wales? Or be in a pie eating contest? 
Or stay at the Bank of England Country 
Club where the Wimbledon tennis 
tryouts are held? 
Well, Mike Ninnis and Pat Smith of 
the Cal Poly Rugby Club did these 
things this summer during a tour of 
Wales, England, and Scoqand with the 
San Luis Obispo rugby team. 
The purpose of the trip was to ex­
perience rugby British style and 
hopefully pick up some new skills. But 
the two players also learned something 
about British hospitality. 
"The night before our first game 
against Tenby, Wales, their seconds 
team kept us out 'till four trying to wear 
us out by getting us drunk. We lost, but 
it was a good game" said Mike laughing. 
"I scored twice," Pat said proudly, 
" ... it was the first time we really 
played like a team." 
According to Pat, who plays brake for 
the team, the four-day stay in Tenby 
was the funniest part of the trip. "We 
got to meet the Prince of Wales, but 
even more fun were the people. At one of 
the parties, we exchanged danc�s. We 
showed them the elephant walk (a line of 
people parading around with their pants 
down to their ankles with each person 
reaching between the persons legs in 
front of them holding their hands.) 
Twenty-seven people participated, it 
was great," he added. 
While in Tenby, Pat won a faggot pie 
eating contest. The faggot was a pie 
that consisted of the liver, kidneys, 
lungs, and lower intestines of a cow, 
black pudding (dried pig's blood), and 
onions. It was gross, I don't know how 
or why I did it," Pat said with a grimace 
as Mike shook his head in disgust, "but 
it was fun," added Pat. 
The next stop for these nomads was 
Magor, Wales. According to Mike, the 
wing for the Mustang ruggers, the three 
day stay was too long. "We stayed at a 
house 260 years old, but we slept in the 
car. The best part of the stay was -the 
game. We jelled and pulled off a victory, 
19-6. Both Pat and I scored a try
(similar to a touchdown)," Mike said.
In Magor, the team helped break in a 
new rugby club, which they did in an 
unusual style. "We got wasted. Kerry 
Stevens (who played for Poly last year) 
passed out, so we threw him in the mid­
dle of a field while it was raining. He 
didn't even know what was going on. 
We also peed on some motorcycles out­
side the club," said Pat, hanging his 
head in shame. 
Magor took their guests to see an in­
ternational game. The Welsh Nationals 
played the Overseas XV. Mike said they 
were in Wales during their centennial 
year of rugby and 150,000 people show­
ed up for the game and participated in 
the festivities. 
Another interesting aspect to Magor 
was the food. "One morning the people 
we were staying with served us 'black 
pudding' for breakfast, but we refused 
it. So they gave it to the dog and he died 
that night," said Mike with a sigh of 
relief. 
Risca, Wales, wasn't the hot spot of 
the tour. "They kicked our butts. It was 
the toughest game we played. Mike 
Energy 
approach 
Shenaitdoah 
From page 1 
Marquis, noting that cer­
tain types of energy 
development have been op­
posed by environmen­
talists, said "we can't get 
rid of anything." He said 
nuclear power supplied 4 
percent of America's 
energy needs and that 
without this energy source 
the country would go into a 
depression. 
Marquis, however, said 
SAE members were not 
unanimous on the nuclear 
power issue .  '' Some 
members have reserva­
tions about nuclear 
power," he said. 
SAE also supports the 
activation of the Diablo 
Canyon nuclear plant, but 
the club will abide by any 
decision rendered by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Com­
mission, Marquis said. 
With a core of 20 active 
members, SAE is affiliated 
with Citizens for Adequate 
Energy, a statewide 
organization that has 
2,500 members throughout 
California. 
Comestibles 
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The Great Burier 
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Hoc Turkey Sandwich 
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TacoS.lod 
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The Chef', Godde" 
�"\., mo• '"'4-'"' C.0.,. fln,..,,-,,,,,u,dg. 
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Quiche Tue.day 
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l..""hr-uoJ1ft"H'\'1rm Quachc Lorr11,w 
•.ah ,..or p,hrl and"- fhund.y 
�'::t:'�-::.:� Mtnhroom 
Monday v�.i:� $4. 9 5 
S.,no<h 
SPECIALS 
Sun. One-half chicken .. 2.75 
Mon. Steak Sandwich ... 2.50 
Nightly Entertainment in the Bar 
Lunch Mon.-Fri. Dinner Tues.-Sat. 
1560 Lqs Osos Valley Rd. 541-4150
ANOTHER QUIZ! 
\ 
□Do you have any sales experience?
□Do you have a car?
□Are you interested in exploring retail marketing concepts
and advertising campaigns?
□Can you spare 30 minutes on Dec. 4 between l:00pm-
4pm? If you answered yes to all the above 
questions then call 546-1144 to schedule 
an interview for the position of 
Mustang Daily Account Representative. 
Drop off cover letter describing previous 
experience and interest in position to 
Mustang Daily Advertising Office (Graphic Art Bldg). 
Ask for Sara Kachadoorian. 
via rail, went to Scotland. didn't play because we were S!}Ving him 
for the last two games. I didn't play 
· either, I think that's why we lost," said 
Pat. 
The next game occurred on Osterely, a 
suburb of London. The game ended in a 
tie at 19, but, according to Mike, the 
game wasn't as close as the score. "The 
English referees were cheatin', all the 
calls were against us. We didn't have a 
chance." 
In Scotland they played golf at Saint 
Andrews, where the British Open is 
held. "It was a beautiful place. There 
were three courses, and we played on the 
oldest one," said Mike. 
"Mike scored a try, but it wasn't 
enough because a kick at the end of the 
game tied it for Osterely. They were 
lucky to have the ref's on their side," 
said Pat. 
"We met a rugger from the Scotish 
National team. We got together and 
drank scotch; it's the only thing to drink 
in Scotland," commented Pat with a sly 
grin. 
The last game of the tour was against 
the Bank of England team. Mike said 
they stayed at the Bank of England 
Country Club which was "large and rit­
zy." 
Pat said, "We kicked their butts, 25-3. 
"We may have been 2-2-1 on the field, 
but we were 5-0 at the parties. We out­
drank all our hosts easily," said Mike. 
"On the field our backs played better 
than their's, but their forwards were 
better than ours. They didn't hit as hard 
as us, but they played with more 
finesse," added Pat. "We learned a lot 
about international rugby," said Mike. 
Both Mike and I scored a try. It was a 
fun game." The stay in London lasted 
for five days. After London, the team 
was free to go where ever it wanted. 
Mike, Pat, and some other teammates, 
"The wildest party was on the plane 
home. The plane started staggering. It 
was like Airplane, except part 2 we 
drank the bar dry," said Pat. 
TAHOE IN 1 HOUK! 
Enjoy the advantages of air travel. Avoid the 
traffic, snow chains and parking-ski som� ex­
tra hoursl Trips by arrangement. 
long distance 
Tahoe 
SUGARLESS SHACK 
• . 
SUGARFREE AJ'YD WW CALORIE SOFI'
,
. 
Featuring: 
SERVE FROZEJ'Y DAIRY 
Dessert: 
Hot fudge and butterscotch sundaes 
Fruit: Strawberry, pineapple and peach sundaes 
Cones, cups, choc. and vanilla sandwiches 
freshly made or hand pac}ced 
Sugarfr'ee rocky road mousse, choc. mousse, 
strawberry and pineapple mousse 
Sugartree fudge, orange, lemon, and spice cakes 
individual servings made fresh daily 
u 
� 
\ \ ..,I ff OT BROW/VIE DELIGffT-ffOT APPLE STRUDLE ' ...,I
,� Individual portion control dinners 
\r,/J,f 
/ \.. Many other sugarfree and low calorie items 
� �ra�� 
San Luis Obispo 
-tB6 C Marsh St. 
5-t1•4711 
l"asoRobles 
9.15 1 Riverside Ave. 
2.18·5429 
10am•9pm Mon.·Sat. 10am-9pm Mon,•Fri. 10·6 
Soon to be: Sat. 
7.J 19 El Camino (Adobe l"laza) Atascadero 
· - ..___ ... -��·-i:. .. i 
CP pins· 
Portland 
matmen 
The Cal Poly wrestling 
team kicked off the home 
campaign with a shutout 
over visiting Portland 
State but according to 
coach Vaughn Hitchcock 
the team still has a long 
way to go, 
It was the first dual meet 
of the season for Poly and 
it won it in convincing 
fashion, 43-0. 
Portland did have an 
alibi as it wrestled in 
Bakersfield earlier in the 
day. 
Results: 118-Shawne 
Mustang Daily Wednesday, December 3, 1980 
I 
�i 
Mustang Dally-Vem Ahrendes 
Day def. Baker 18-7, 126-
Mike Barfuss by forfeit, 
134-Chris DeLong def.
Hubbard 7-2, 142-Tom
Mount def. Anderle 11-9,
150-Louis Montano def. 
McReynolds 4-1, 158-Craig 
Troxler def. Lucas 12-4, 
167-Tim Vaug.pn def. Man­
sur 14-11, 171•Bert Ekern 
pinned Giester (1:53), 190-
W ayne Christian def. Pugh 
19-7, Hwt-Paul Spieler pin­
ned Bull (5:13). 
The Cal Poly Mustang wrestling team overpowered visiting Portland State in its first dual meet of the 
season. Louis Monano (on top) scored a 4-1 decision i� the 150-pound level as Poly won 43-0. 
Harper's crew makes a national. bid 
BY VERN AHRENDES 
Sports Editor 
Humble Mustang Stadium is only days away from 
hosting its second playoff game in history and within the 
last two weeks. 
It has been a virtual roller coaster ride for coach Joe 
Harper's Cal Poly Mustang football team but it is on the 
threshold of the national limelight. The Harper crew is set 
to dig in the Saturday afternoon and take on West Coast 
rival Santa Clara in the semifinal round of action in the 
NCAA Division II Nation11l Championship playoffs. The 
game is set for a 1:30 p.m. kickoff. 
There is no love lost between Santa Clara and Cal Poly.• 
The two teams have met only six times dating back to 
1962 and Poly has won four of those meetings. When the 
two teams tangled in October, the game turned into a vir­
tual war. Cal Poly needed 28 second half points to outlast 
the Broncos, 42-28. . 
If there ever was a game that should be a must to see, 
this is it. Take a break from studying for finals and enjoy 
what should be a great game. 
Expect a lot of points to be put on the scoreboard. I� 
October, the two teams combined for move than 1,000 
total yards. 
The important thing to remember is that the two teams 
are so evenly matched that the 12th player-the fan in 
the stands-will have a dramatic impact on the outcome 
of the game. The standing ovations that escorted the 
defense off the field in the fourth quarter last Saturday 
night against Jacksonville State was inspiring. Those 
4,000 in attendance made enough noise for 10,000. 
The team needs your help. Make the home field advan· 
tage a real advantage and come to the game ready to 
make enough noise to move a few boulders on Bishop's 
Peak. 
Game notes: Coach Joe Harper will be seeking his 91st 
win in his 13-year season this Saturday. 
Santa Clara's premier quarterback Dave Alfaro. who 
was 18-33 for 355 yards and three touchdowns against 
Cal Poly, has been hot of late. He was 25-33 for 321 yards 
and three touchdowns in the quarterfinal game against 
Northern Michigan. 
In comparison, Poly 's Craig Johnston was 15-21 for 266 
yards and two touchdowns against Santa Clara and 9-13 
for 140 yards and one touchdown a week ago. 
Ticket sales have been moving rapidly. Tickets will be 
available all week long from the University Union ticket 
office. For more information, call 546-1281. 
A sellout is expected. Tickets will be available an hour 
and a half before the ga�e also. 
For those who will be unable to attend the game, ABC 
television has announced that its West Coast affiliates 
will carry the game. The USC-Notre Dame game is 
scheduled at the same time so Santa Barbara's KEYT 
will telecast the game at 11:15 p.m. Radio coverage will 
be provided live by KVEC (920 AM) with Mike Powell, 
KPRL, Paso Robles (1230 AM) and KNEW, Lompoc (960 
AM). A delayed broadcast is planned by KCPR (91.3 FM) 
following the game. 
What is the San Luis Legal Clinic? 
·n1c lA·ual Clini'-' is d group of ut11,rnc�-... \\tilt pl l\�Ldt.' pro!· �:-,irnial 
�nic\_·s .1l afli,nlahk rL1t.:s f11.: IA'i,!a) f'li1111,;\, 111om1.._,·, Lia\\._' llitll 1\ 1,:d 
llh.'lf pr..u.:tin.' of law lo i.l fn, an.:.1-.. ·n,\_· ... ': .m,:<.l� ,th.' ,k ... il!nL•I 111 Jlfl ,·1,k ,I 
l.'ot11pll'tL' �l'T'\il'l' 1,1 111..: ..t\l.Ttti.!1..' l"-'T�flll ol �an I.tit, ( >Jij..,p,l f 111111t\ 
·111l' IA·gal Clmil.· n1a11\l,1i11� WI dlll'i ... ·111 111d df1..,:li\"i..' 1 m i,lfo:L 1111-. 
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-
What special relationship does the Legal Clinic have with Cal Poly students, staff and facultv? 
I., l. [,4.•!,!•J ( !nm.: nai1 t..1111'-t .m 11,;1 \. 111 � tlh ,\SI of 1 ..tJ I 'nl� lo 
p1nnd1.. frn L'01H•11II ... 1111-.. , ,1t11Il s 1 1• rr ii I.! ,111, )h.:11 iJ s ·,1 ·111 
11'.n th" ll11s 1..1 -..ult. 1. • � 1 1 11 • • ornl 1 IL 
I h >111..:, 11HI llh: J....:gu ·1i 1 '- l''1t11,1a,�.., ..,., 1 llll� f1 
jr likm ·ir, . .._ 
I\ I 1p th\.· 1, ,,1 1 pc •r .1 I d!'-t 11. • c I ... 1 11"' ·, s 1J 11 
Lq . .;u.l c·1i1u1.. II�\...... l lt11.·, ' ._ h l11k. h,r \ ••l • t, l..11 �- stl f ..1:ul 
I '- 111\' 
• Divorce
• Criminal
• Bankruptcy
• Drunk Drhing
• Auto .Aeeidenb
• Personal Injury 
• Landlord-Tenant
• Debt Colleetions 
543-8850
Initial Consultation 
No Charge 
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Basketball team ho�ts 
invitational tournament 
Coach Earnie Wheeler's 
Cal Poly men's basketball 
team will host three teams 
this weekend in the 10th 
Aggie Invitational Tourna­
ment. 
Biola will face off against 
Cal State Stanislaus Fri­
day at 7 p.m., followed by 
Cal Poly and UC San Diego 
at 9. Consolation and 
championship games are 
scheduled for 7 and 9 p.m., 
respectively, Saturday. 
Cal Poly has won the Ag­
gie tourney six of the nine 
previous times it has been 
held, the most recent in 
1 9 7 8-79 w h e n  t h e  
Mustangs defeated UCSD 
and Cal State Dominguez 
Hills. The tournament was 
not played last season. 
Biola is the only team of 
the three coming to San 
Luis Obispo which record­
ed a victory last weekend. 
The Eagles beat La Verne 
Friday, 81-41. Cal State 
Stanislaus lost to St. 
Mary's, 96-79, and UC San 
Diego fell to Pomona 
Pitzer, 89-84. 
ARE YOU TIRED OF 
THE LONG LINES? 
Then for Winter Quarter shop at 
TAB, the new bookstore offering 
you a full selection of 
NEW AND USED TEXT BOOK$. 
University Square 
956A Foothill 
543-1365 
MON-THUR 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
SmOpm (' ir/� j\) 
9am-5pm ,�av 
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Leave Poland alone 
The Soviets last Sunday warned the government and peo­
ple of Poland that Soviet tanks and troops may pay them a 
little visit as they did to the Czechs in 1968 if trade unionism 
in-Poland gets out of hand. 
The Soviets, through the government press, blame 
Western governments for carrying out in Poland "an in­
sidious plan" to creat and support "anti-socialist, aggressive 
trade unionism.'' 
This is not true. The U.S. government has so far kept out of 
the bitter conflict between the Polish government and the 
trade unionists. In addition, no person or persons represen­
ting the U.S. or Europe could "insidiously" create the labor 
unrest in Poland. The strikes in Poland began on a scale too 
large and sudden to be accounted for by American and Euro­
pean propaganda. Western propaganda just isn't that effec­
tive. The Poles have clearly acted bn their own accord. The 
Soviets cannot blame all us "imperialists" for their predica­
ment in Poland. 
The Soviets are making a dangerous error in threatening 
the Polish government with a 1968-style invasion. The 
Soviets, as always, insist dogmatically that their form of 
communism is the only true communism, that trade unionism 
is anti-socialist and that a communist government is in-
falliably and above criticism from the masses. 
On the one hand, the Soviets were justifiable fearful for 
their defenses after the Allies finally bombed and burned the 
Germans into submission after four long years of World War. 
The Soviets do need friendly governments on their western 
frontier because the western frontier's landscape is smooth, 
relatively flat and therefore almost impossible to defend dur­
ing a major land invasion-such as the German invasion of 
the U.S.S.R. in 1941. 
That, however, doesn't justify the complete political sup­
pression of the Poles or Czechs. Trade union ism is not anti­
socialist if the trade unionists deman� socialisf goals-and 
they are. These goals are that the human needs of food, 
shelter and health be met. 
The anti-Communists of the world have indeed attempted 
to subvert Communism as the Soviets claim. But to what 
avail? The mighty United States could not even beat a tiny 
country like North Vietnam. The Americans, Europeans and 
Japanese have not been able to wrest control of the United 
Nations from the Third World states, nor have have Western 
leaders been able to influence Third World developments in-
. dependently, either. The decline of Western influence in the 
world, however, is not attributable to Soviet military might 
as the Soviets know well. The Soviets have been as unable to 
win friends among the non-aligned countries (including 
Yugoslavia and China) as the Westerners. 
The Third Worlders are as alienated from Soviet im­
perialism as they are from Western imperialism. And ''The 
West" is not nearly as unified as immediately following 
World War II. It now takes several years to make major 
policy decisions within the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza­
tion because of the internal politics rocking those countries 
participating .. 
Although we are by no means supporters of"'� · •-¥ 7 nd 
insist it's in the Soviet's and world's best interest to et the 
Poles sort out their own problems with out interference. 
According to learned historian and Kremlinologist George 
Kennan, the Soviets are more nationalist than Communist 
and all share a deep, underlying fear of World War III despite 
the hard-line rhetoric of government officials. Another inva­
sion by the soviets is move dangerous to the U.S.S.R.'s inter­
nal and external security than the embarassment caused by 
the Polish government's inability thus far to solve major 
economic problems. 
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"We're not concerned about the sagging K-car sales. There are 
still 15 more letters in the alphabet.'' 
ASI, do something! 
BY BEVERLY BRINTNALL 
From suits to sweats, twentv•seven 
men and four woman of the �tudent 
senate, filed into the weekly ASI senate 
meeting. 
Munching on cookies and getting up 
and leaving the room during officer's 
reports, the student senators seem 
bored with the encounter. 
Some sat leaning back in their plush 
chairs as executives might. Others sat 
with their hands propping up their head. 
The meeting began with chairman 
Nick Forestiere asking the guests to in· 
troduce C1emselves and explain why 
they were there. Three-fourths of the 
visitors answered as I did. We were 
observing the meeting for a Political 
&ience class. 
Moving into the meeting, ASI Presi· 
dent Willy Huff read an article from the 
Mustang Daily accusing the senate of 
not moving fast enough on issues or ac· 
complishing anything. No one from the 
senate commented on the editorial. 
Forestiere concluded that guidelines are 
needed for the goals set for this quarter. 
The quarter is slipping by and nothing 
is getting done. 
Later in the meeting it was brought 
up that an article in the Mustang Daily 
on ASI dropping out of CSSA was inac· 
curate. Senators hands fle)V as they 
commented on the sensationalism of the 
story. Some complained of being mis-
quoted. One rather hostile senator raged 
that he had been insulted. The situation 
was resolved with a rebuttal for the 
paper. . 
The finance officer, Roger Mann gave 
his report. WOW had an over expen· 
diture on its budget. No one com· 
mented. 
A guest from the speakers forum an· 
nounced to ASI a $600 return for the 
money ASI had given them for trying to 
get one of the presidental candidates to 
speak at Poly. A quip was said that 
perhaps they could get Jimmy Carter 
for half price. 
Next an approval was needed for a 
student to be admitted on the finance 
board for the School of Architecture. A 
female senator commented that the new 
member should be present according to 
the standing rules. Forestiere said it 
was not necessary. The senators voted 
and the vote was carried. 
I left the meeting after that vote with 
the feeling that the student senators did 
not ask enough questions. Decision� 
were unanimously approved when I felt 
they had hardly been discused. Of 
course, I don't know all the details on 
the issues, but it seemed as if the 
senators didn't either. They voted to get 
the thing done. I hope the only thing the 
student senate accomplishes this 
quarter isn't just dropping out of the 
CSSA. 
Students for Adaquate Energy -- a joke! 
Editor: / 
Just couldn't resist the temptation to 
straighten out the crooked views of the 
so-called "Students for Adequate 
Energy" and their flagrant philosophy. 
These sorts of clubs and their backing 
by companies like PG and E ought to be 
banished from this campus as they are 
in many campuses around the country. 
Since they seem to think it is ap­
propriate to distribute their papers, 
flyers or whatever, then I believe it is 
appropriate to show the other side of the 
picture. 
The people in "Students for Adequate 
Energy" are not independent, they are 
supported and funded by PG and E to 
help exploit the issue of nuclear power 
and its termed "safety". Same with 
those full page ads supporting nuclear 
power in the ,\1ustang Daily. PG and E 
knows that students must be persuaded 
to accept their sickening views and 
technolo zy or they wi!l go under-broke 
as they should have long ago. 
Now that Ronald Reagan is this coun· 
try's president (shame) and supports 
nuclear power, it is time for us to 
establish a firm base and fight all the 
more until this irresponsible madness 
can can be broken down. 
"Students for Adequate Energy" are 
not informed. We are not in the least bit 
afraid of their badly interpreted 
literature. And to say that you saw both 
sides of the issue: if you saw both sides 
of the issue you would truly see. If you 
support nuclear power you i�directly 
support the making of atom bombs. 
We're playing arourid with a very 
engergenic form, and we think we can 
control it? We'll see. 
"Students for Adequate Energy"­
what a joke! I think their club should be 
named "Students for Deadly Energy 
and the Destruction of the Human 
Race." 
Steve Jones 
